Micron Technology

**Base Product Design ID / Project ID**

**Form Factor**
- **A** = PowerGem
- **C** = Cable

**NVDIMM Density Supported**
- **00** = N/A
- **08** = 8GB
- **16** = 16GB
- **32** = 32GB

**Lifetime:**
- **A** = 3yr
- **B** = 5yr
- **C** = 7yr

---

**Blank = Production**

**ES = Engineering Samples**

**Product Application (16GB and higher)**

- **000** = A-Z
  - **001**: 16GB/32GB HHHL PCIe FF
  - **001**: 355mm Cable length
  - **002**: 16GB/32GB 2.5" Drive Bay FF
  - **002**: 750mm Cable length
  - **003**: 16GB Agiga legacy controller and JEDEC controller Long Cable

**Operating Temperature Range**
- **A** = 0-40C
- **B** = 0-50C

---
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